Star Seeded

Lana isnâ€™t superstitious. She doesnâ€™t believe for one second that her wish on a shooting
star will come true. When one of the shooting stars crashes into the earth not far from her,
Lana expects at most to get an interesting souvenir. What she finds at the crash site instead is
an interstellar visitor. Will Lana be left with something much more than just a souvenir after
she and the alien finish having first contact? This paranormal erotic short story is about 3,200
words.
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Star seed or starseed may refer to: Star people (New Age belief), individuals who believe they
originated from another world, dimension, or planet; Starseeds. A typical Star Seed may have
lived life times on Earth. Some of these were preparation lifetimes which included periods of
acclimatisation to being a human . Starseeds are described as evolved beings from another
planet, star system, galaxy, or plane of existence whose specific missions are to assist Planet
Earth.
There are many characteristics that define a star seeded soul and many unique and unusual
symptoms they may experience. Synchronicities often guide them. The path of a star seeded
soul on earth can be lonely but they must remember the purpose of their soul incarnating on
earth.
Starseeds are individuals that originate from far-distant star and solar systems, and creativity to
be seeded upon and into the very mysteries of existence that. The Star Seeded. The light
within always shines for it is the eternal light moving through the consciousness of the soul
contained within and throughout where all . STAR-SEEDED ASCENSIONS: MESSAGES
FROM THE COUNCILS - Kindle edition by Amy Sikarskie, Connie Parker. Download it
once and read it on your. Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Amy would like to consider
herself a normal person, but as Star-Seeded Ascensions: Activating the Starseed Kindle
Edition. by Amy Sikarskie (Author). In Activating the Starseed, the second book in the
Star-Seeded Ascension series, Amy shares her awakening and ascension experiences.
Accompanied by the.
My daughter Deann Layne Carter and I have put together a powerful Online Reiki Course: we
are building a community of likeminded powerful people that.
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